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Abstract—Memory access duration on multicore architectures are highly variable, since concurrent accesses to resources by different cores induce time interferences. Consequently, critical software tasks may be delayed by non-critical ones, leading to deadline misses and possible catastrophic failures. We present an approach to tackle the implementation of mixed criticality workloads on multicore chips, focusing on task chains, i.e., sequences of tasks with end-to-end deadlines. Our main contribution is a Monitoring & Control Agent able to stop non-critical software execution in order to prevent memory interference and guarantee that critical tasks deadlines are met. This paper describes our approach, and the associated experimental framework to conduct experiments to analyze attainable real-time guarantees on a multicore platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The automotive industry evolution is more and more software-oriented. Recent cars require resource demanding software, at least for Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) implementation. Moreover, system requirements on energy consumption, weight and space of embedded architectures are calling for a drastic reduction of computing units. Combining both trends leads to consider multicore processors as a platform to run mixed criticality workloads on a single multicore Electronic Computing Unit (ECU) that integrates features previously distributed on discrete moncore ECU.

Yet, multicore architectures impose that software has to cope with execution interferences due to memory, cache overwriting, I/O & resource sharing and possible tasks synchronization. Such interferences imply that execution times are hardly predictable. In this context, safe and accurate Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) estimation is either intractable or overly pessimistic. WCET estimation on multicore is still an open question. Thus, it is not possible to use typical scheduling analysis to prove that the embedded software can correctly execute according to some deadline. Furthermore, integrating several features on a shared ECU means creating interferences between software tasks from different criticality level. In such case, interferences from non-critical tasks may impair the temporal behavior of critical ones.

Future automotive computer systems correspond to sets of functions implemented as chains of tasks. Real-time constraints of functions are expressed as end-to-end deadline on the chains of tasks. To handle real-time constraints, chains of tasks need to comply with end-to-end deadlines. A function has an input (request, sensor...) and generates an output (reply, actuator...). For instance, manual braking corresponds to a function where a driver braking input must activate the braking system. To fulfill this function, a chain of software tasks is executed (from the sensor to the actuator), passing through computing and decision components. To execute safely, the time elapsed between an input of a function and its corresponding output, i.e. its response time, must always be lesser or equal to its specified deadline. Our primary goal is to ensure that these constraints are met for every critical task chains—braking is a good example for this. We observe that on a multicore, an isolated chain executed on one core could suffer from execution interferences even from tasks executed on other cores. That’s why current solutions give small place to non-critical tasks.

Consequently, in a multi-criticality multicore the main problem is to respect such constraints with the least possible compromises on non-critical software. This is essential to get the most benefits from multicore processors.

Our approach takes advantage of mixed criticality software to satisfy highly critical task chains timing constraints in a multicore environment and at the same time give as much computing resources as possible to non-critical tasks. The novelty of our approach can be summed up as follows:

• we use a Monitoring and Control Agent to check at runtime the execution of the critical task chains
• we anticipate potential response time problems with respect to end-to-end deadlines
• in case of a potential deadline miss, we fall back to a safe state by temporarily deactivating non-critical tasks

The efficiency of our approach relies on the efficiency of our anticipation mechanism. In order to be as accurate as possible, and so avoid unnecessary tasks deactivation, we explicitly handle end-to-end deadlines. This is a part of our contribution. Indeed, end-to-end deadlines are usually handled task by task, meaning that the tasks own deadline are considered. While simpler to deal with, such approach is pessimistic [1].

In this paper, we first present the concept of our embedded Monitoring and Control Agent, from its definition to its generic architecture. Then we propose an evaluation framework and a tool to execute a task set on a real physical multicore platform and collect measurements.
Ongoing experiments are run to analyze the behavior of our system regarding tasks allocation, scheduling policies, task set characteristics and deadline satisfaction.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Current Operating Systems are dedicated either to guarantee real-time constraints with Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS) [2], [3], [4] or to maximize resource use for a wide range of applications with General Purpose OS (GPOS) [5]. Few solutions try to mix both objectives with a more or less satisfactory result [6],[7],[8].

A. Real-time OS

In industrial applications, uncertainty factors are avoided as much as possible otherwise complexity is too high for debugging, to detect problems and avoid unexpected behavior that could lead to critical failures.

Generally, the management of real-time constraints relies on static scheduling with time slot reservation for each software partition (Time Division Multiple Access scheduling). Worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis are recommended by various safety standards like ARINC 653 in Avionics to ensure real-time constraints.

Following only such logic, multicore-based solutions needs much more compromises on tasks execution. For instance, PikeOS hypervisor [2] obtained highest certification level for rail industry on a dual-core platform using temporal partitioning. Execution time is divided into slice resources and applicative software is separated into multiple partition resources, associated to external resources (I/O etc.). Associating time resources with partition resources, PikeOS ensures time and space isolation between critical and non-critical software, thus preventing failure consequences from one partition to the other. For instance, a critical resource partition can be affected alone to a temporal partition in order to avoid interferences with other resource partitions. This kind of method is effective but by design over-reserves execution time resources. It can answer well some needs as in avionics [4] or railways domains where it is possible to afford computing resource over-fit. Automotive industry uses AUTOSAR OS [3] where processors are not used at their full potential, in the favor of real-time constraints control. As they are trying to gather more and more software of different nature to reduced amount of computing units, such design is no longer appropriate without further enhancements as it does not take into account the risks from the coexistence of different software domains and possibly multiple OS. Consequently, there is a huge need to exploit more effectively the computing resources but still guaranteeing critical constraints.

All-in-all, for multiple tasks, even independent with each other, running concurrently on a multicore processor, a Worst-Case scenario includes maximum contention over memory access with full cache miss, but also maximum contention on the core’s utilization and so on. This leads to an unrealistic WCET estimation that could never occur for most of the applications. Also, analytical approaches or formal computation of such values are complicated on a multicore as they are over-pessimistic and time-consuming. This leads to underused resources to have strict timing guarantees when such solutions are used. However, it is admitted that WCET are much easier to estimate on a monocore architecture. Real-time deadline can be ensured in this case. Highly critical systems are mainly based on monocore for this reason, when computing resource and cost are part of the design limitations.

B. General purpose OS

On the other hand, General Purpose Operating Systems bring the opposite pros and cons. Scheduling policies are designed to run lots of different kind of tasks, from highly interactive ones to background tasks. GPOS schedulers reached a complexity level high enough to get inexplicable behavior [9]. These systems are highly versatile in the variety of applications they can run at the expense of predictability. Linux is more and more used for embedded applications and it is possible to run both classic Linux processes and real-time ones. However, no real-time requirements can be strongly guaranteed with a vanilla kernel. Linux scheduler evolved a lot, even recently, and offers multiple scheduling strata to use, from the Completely Fair Scheduling [5] (CFS) for common process, to Round-Robin (RR) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) for real-time tasks as described in [10]. Vanilla Linux has latencies at around hundred ms, but some patches reduce it down to micro-seconds. Comparisons can be found in [11] and [12]. In fact, Linux is even under studies to see to what extent it is possible to use it as a real-time OS [13], under certain constraints. The advantages of such perspective would be significant. This led us to choose Linux to implement our first proof of concept. This way we can take benefit from its versatility (software compliance, monitoring and configuration capacities) and we can add software tools following guidelines as those mentioned in [13] complemented by our mechanism to guarantee real-time constraints.

III. MONITORING & CONTROL AGENT

A. Concept Description

Our approach presents a software execution Monitoring and Control Agent (MCA) to guarantee end-to-end deadline constraints. We focus on the respect of end-to-end constraints of tasks chains, not individual tasks constraints. The idea behind this is to offer more “flexibility” on tasks scheduling for guaranteeing mandatory task chains constraints if we control only end-to-end constraints instead of every critical task timing constraint. By doing so, we gain “flexibility” as we allow some parts of the chain to be behind time as they can be compensated before the end of the chain without any external action. The MCA monitors at run-time the execution time of critical tasks and anticipate when the end-to-end deadlines may be compromised to stop non-critical tasks when needed in order to avoid such risk. The anticipation is based on the estimation of remaining WCET. Finally, when the critical task chain recovers from the potential risk, the non-critical tasks can resume their execution to get back to a nominal state.
We define a **degraded mode**, opposed to the **nominal mode** of execution. In nominal mode, critical and non-critical tasks are executed normally. In Degraded mode, non-critical tasks are not executed, to prevent further interferences on critical tasks. The degraded mode implies simpler WCET estimations because we eliminate the disturbances from non-critical tasks; such WCET will be lower than in a nominal mode. It is probably less pessimistic as we eliminate memory interferences, non-critical tasks scheduling and possible common resources (drivers for instance) usage. The main disturbances remaining will be only between the tasks from the chain. Consequently, our anticipation mechanism will be based on reduced estimation of WCET (compared to nominal mode), to activate degraded mode only as a last resort.

To reach degraded mode, MCA role is to pause/stop non-critical tasks execution. This control is triggered by an anticipation algorithm. To be efficient, this algorithm should trigger the control at the latest possible time while guaranteeing real-time end-to-end constraints.

To allow a fast reaction to a critical task chain trigger, we choose to disable all non-crITICAL tasks and let only critical tasks executed in degraded mode. Such WCET will be lower than in a nominal mode. It is because we eliminate disturbances from non-critical tasks; non-critical tasks are not executed, to prevent further interferences on critical tasks. Critical tasks are executed normally. In Degraded mode, non-critical tasks are executed only as a last resort.

2) **Critical Task Chain specification:** A task chain can be written as a set of \( n \) critical tasks \( \tau_i \), \( i \in \{1...n\} \), with \( \tau_1 \) being the **entry** task of the chain and \( \tau_n \) the **exit** task. A task chain response time is the duration between the call to the starting task, to the end of execution of the chain ending task. The task chain end-to-end deadline then defines naturally the maximum allowed response time.

A critical task \( \tau_i \) in a chain is defined by a set of precedence constraints represented by a list of tasks in the chain that should be executed before it. Only the starting task \( \tau_1 \) has no precedence constraint, and this way will always be the first valid element of the chain. Note that we do not make any assumption about the task’s activation and interaction model. It can be implemented by interrupts (triggers from precedent tasks) or simply periodic. We only consider a task from the chain as valid if its execution respects strictly its precedence constraints. This assumption supposes that when a task starts after the end of its precedent task in the chain, then the output data from it are ready for use. A change in the task model or in the way the precedence constraint is taken into account would require adjustments only in how we monitor the task chain state. Critical tasks have the following parameters:

- Priority level
- Core allocation - tasks are executed on specific cores, to avoid migration
- Activation policy (e.g. periodic)
- Deadline

3) **Non-critical Tasks specification:** For remaining tasks, prerequisites are only a static Core allocation and an activation model that can be either on the same core as the critical task chain or another core. We need to be able to switch to a **degraded mode** by disabling all non-critical tasks and let only critical tasks running. The goal is to guarantee WCET for the critical task chain when executed in degraded mode. Such
B. Additional assumptions

As a first step, we study the case of a single task chain coexisting with other (non-critical) software. Further study will aim at managing more task chains on the same multicore. We suppose that every task from the task chain is allocated to the same core. From a safety point of view, gathering the whole task chain on the same core is to some extend pertinent as it isolates it from other less critical software. Also, as we consider mostly chains without internal parallel computing, the gain from spreading the critical tasks in different cores would not give much benefits for the chain response time. Finally, such grouping allows to consider a degraded sub-system with only the critical tasks running on one core, that could be considered as a single core for Worst-Case Execution Time estimations as we will see later in the paper.

Finally, we need an isolated entity able to monitor and control the system execution. It is important to ensure that our algorithm can be executed with a bounded periodicity, as the delay between two executions is taken into account in the anticipation. This can be made by simply giving a high priority to the monitoring and control task and ensuring it has a bounded execution time. The whole context of our first proposal is summed up in figure 2.

C. Monitoring & Control Agent Architecture

The Monitoring and Control Agent is made of two components: a Core Control Component and a Task Wrapper Component as shown in figure 3.

1) Task Wrapper Component (TWC): Tasks are wrapped with two software blocks: a “Before” and an “After” block. It has two roles:

- monitor the tasks timing state by sending timestamped start and end of the tasks messages for the Core Control Component.
- control correct switch to degraded mode by preventing eventual non-critical tasks execution in such mode.

The “Before” bloc is wrapped to every task. Before non-critical tasks execution, it prevents their execution if the Core Control Component switched to degraded mode due to the detection of a potential overloaded state. The switch to degraded mode can be made with different strategies:

- Pause non-critical tasks: the scheduler set them to paused state until task chain completion. Their context is saved and when risk is avoided (usually when the current chain reached its ending task), they are put back in the scheduling queue. Such solution is adapted if degraded mode duration is not too long and data freshness is not too much critical.
- Stop non-critical tasks: tasks are killed, and their context is not saved. During recovery, the tasks are started again.

For critical tasks, “Before” bloc is used for task chain monitoring, mainly to check the task chain beginning. It could be possible to use such data from the “Before” bloc to enhance the anticipation mechanism by taking into account what is the current task being executed (but not finished) in the remaining worst-case execution time estimation. The “After” bloc communicates execution time of every critical task to the Core Component for task chain monitoring too. Those monitoring messages are queued to be processed by the Core Control Component. There is no need of an “After” block for non-critical tasks.

2) Core Control Component (CCC): For each task chain, the Core Control Component stores a Task Chain Timing State (TCTS) with the current chain execution time and the list of executed/unexecuted tasks in the chain. A task is considered as executed only if it has a valid execution, as explained previously.

The Core Control Component updates the task chain timing state periodically to check if the deadline can still be guaranteed. The TCTS update frequency is fixed and not directly triggered by a monitoring message (i.e. at one TCTS update we could have multiple pending tasks ending to consider or no new tasks ending). Consequently, such period must be chosen regarding the tasks’ execution times to avoid having too much monitoring messages to take into account. We trigger
the TCTS update periodically and not asynchronously (at each monitoring message) to avoid being dependent on when the “Before” and “After” blocks are executed. This way if a task takes too much time to end, we can still decide to switch to degraded mode only because we are getting closer to the deadline with no new monitoring message. We explain more in detail how to define this period with $W_{\text{max}}$ choice below.

From a TCTS update, it is then possible to compute a Remaining Worst-Case Execution Time (RW CET) in degraded mode from the unexecuted critical tasks of the chain. If a potential end-to-end deadline miss is anticipated, non-critical tasks are stopped or paused (according to the chosen strategy) to switch to degraded mode and guarantee the task chain deadline.

In degraded mode, only the critical tasks are executed, on a single core. This makes Remaining Worst-Case Execution Time estimation easier, as we avoid interferences from external tasks and the possible execution variability is reduced. Such WCET analysis can be made following methods presented in [14] for instance, as only one core is activated in degraded mode. However, we want to see how experimental estimations of WCET could be used.

To sum up, CCC has at disposal at any TCTS update:

- task chain end-to-end deadline $D_c$
- individual tasks timestamped execution times
- RW CET in degraded mode

From this data, it is possible to compute the task chains current run-time WCET. We know a) the current task chain execution time, i.e. how much time has elapsed since the activation of the first task of the chain b) in the worst case, how long they could take to be executed in degraded mode. We compare this current run-time task chain WCET to the end-to-end deadline. This is made with the following formula adapted from [15], at a given time $t$:

$$ET(t) + RW CET(t) + W_{\text{max}} + t_{SW} \leq D_c$$

Where $ET(t)$ stands for the current execution time, $RW CET(t)$ the task chain Remaining WCET when executed in isolation, $W_{\text{max}}$ is the CCC updating period (seen as a worst “observation delay”) and $t_{SW}$ the latency to switch to the monocore degraded mode (seen as a “reaction time”).

When equation (1) becomes false, the CCC switches to degraded mode with only the critical task chain executed to guarantee its deadline. The mode switch is made first by sending a signal to every non-critical task from the CCC. Upon reception, they pause themselves. In addition, the “Before” wrapper blocks eventual non-critical tasks trying to be executed.

$W_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum duration between two CCC checkpoints. It is directly dependent to the Core Control Component periodicity $T_{\text{ccc}}$ as we are anticipating a risk of being in a state where even in isolation the task chain could not reach its deadline. We add $W_{\text{max}}$ as it represents directly the fact that we anticipate a failure that could happen at the next CCC checkpoint. This way, when inequality (1) becomes false, it means that at next checkpoint, we could potentially be in a state where an unavoidable failure will occur. Consequently, we have $W_{\text{max}} = T_{\text{ccc}}$ as we have a strict (guaranteed) periodic CCC. With a periodic task activation model, it is simple to set this value, around the smallest task execution time. This way we have the guarantee of not overflowing the monitoring message queue used by the Task Wrapper Component. A greater value could be possible, but we must take care to process the TCTS updates faster than the arrival of monitoring messages, this should probably be made experimentally if we have no data on the maximal task’s frequency. For other tasks activation models, we must identify identically the highest task monitoring messages upcoming rate to ensure being able to compute them all.

It is also important to set $W_{\text{max}}$ correctly –and thus, the Core Control Component period– as it will directly influence the sensitivity of our anticipation mechanism. With a higher CCC update frequency –and consequently a lower $W_{\text{max}}$– we switch to degraded mode later, but we are also more dependent on the quality of the RW CET estimation. Also, it will naturally use more computing resources. On the contrary, a higher value gets more secure anticipations that triggers sooner, but we also increase the number of switches to degraded mode that were not needed (false positives). Future work could aim at measuring more precisely $W_{\text{max}}$ influence.

One should note that what makes such approach possible is the evolution of the RW CET at run-time and as the TCTS evolves. It would not be possible to apply such approach when it comes to monitor & control individual tasks to guarantee their individual deadlines. For individual deadlines, our method would fit only if we are able to monitor tasks timing state “inside” the tasks execution, i.e. instrumenting the tasks source code to add internal checkpoints. Such approach on individual tasks would discard by definition the use of black box software assumption for instance, and otherwise would need much higher refresh rate frequencies in order to follow individual tasks execution timing state. Such solution is presented for individual tasks in [16].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK

A. Objectives

We describe in this section how we decided to implement the Monitoring & Control Agent principle on a first proof-of-concept platform according to III- Monitoring & Control Agent guidelines. Such software & hardware platform aims several objectives:

- Validate qualitatively our approach for a) end-to-end timing guarantees, b) available computing resources for non-critical tasks, c) scalability to task set size,
- Compare our approach in term of average CPU usage and check solution weight on overall execution
- Perform a sensitivity analysis to identify how the system behaves according to, for instance, the ratio of critical/non-critical tasks, the time period of tasks and their execution time. Such analysis can open the way
to conclusions on task allocation policy and extend the system to more tasks chains or cores.

As presented in figure 4, the experimental platform has three input domains of which two are configurable. First input domain gathers the basic hypothesis. The two others are the tasks inputs (task set, tasks parameters and task chains WCET method) and the execution support (hardware and software presented above) for which choices can be made. We present here the choices made in our case.

B. Support - Operating system and Run-time environment

1) Linux OS: We decided to use Linux (latest Linux Mint xfce distribution) to take benefit of its possibility to run both Classic Linux processes and Real-time processes with different scheduling policies (see II-B). Its versatility grants easier compatibility with benchmarking suites and as presented at State of the Art, we can use some mechanisms to get closer to a real-time embedded system.

Notably, POSIX enables to force tasks execution to dedicated cores and change both priority and scheduling policy. As we are in a controlled context that suppose no malicious behavior, we do not implement mechanisms like memory protection or strong space isolation policies. As stated before, vanilla Linux Kernel is not made for hard real-time application. That is mainly because kernel is not preemptive on most parts of it, this can cause high latency for real-time interrupts, from kernel code execution that could be linked to non-critical applications. Therefore, we add a Xenomai co-kernel to improve latency down to micro-seconds and run our MCA to respect desired real-time constraints. Please note that from Linux point of view, “threads” and “processes” are equivalent and correspond to “tasks” for us.

2) Xenomai co-kernel patch: Xenomai is a real-time kernel that can be installed as a co-kernel to a classic Linux distribution as presented in deep by [17]. Our framework and experiments are implemented on the real-time APIs proposed by Xenomai 3.0.5. In such configuration, it adds an interruption pipeline (ADEOS) directly between the hardware and OS low-level software (i.e. Hardware Abstraction Layer, OS Kernel and drivers). This enables to catch all the interrupts and distribute them in priority to Xenomai real-time kernel.

Such operating system allows us to specify the tasks allocation to cores with a core affinity parameter. It is also possible to set a priority level for every task. Linux scheduler selects tasks first by priority level, (from 1 to 99 for real-time tasks). Then for a given priority level, multiple scheduling policies are possible: Global Earliest Deadline First, FIFO, Round-Robin, and other best-effort policies. To test a system using classic Round-Robin for instance, we need to launch every task with same Linux priority level, and with Round-Robin policy. We can recreate a Rate-Monotonic policy the same way, by using tasks priorities depending on their period, and just FIFO scheduling policy at equal priority levels (keep in mind that scheduler considers priority before policy). More about Linux scheduling policies can be found in [18].

3) Hardware: The platform used for the experimentation is a bare-bone computer equipped with an Intel Core i5-8250U. This processor embeds 4 cores, with possible multi-threading (8 threads, disabled for our tests), from 1.60 GHz to 3.40 GHz. It has 3 caches level, L1, L2 and L3 (shared), with respectively 32 KiB/core, 256 KiB/core and 8 Mib.

C. Software Setup

On this Platform Support, we need to implement the framework for the Monitoring and Control Agent and the task set configuration.

1) Framework Setup: The Core Control Component needs to be implemented in a safe way from the rest of the system. The constraint is to ensure the CCC execution without exceeding its execution period, in order to get a reliable Wmax value equal to the execution period. We execute it with highest priority, on an isolated core, with dedicated memory reserved. This way we ensure no cache replacement by other tasks, and it is executed prior to any other task. Those are drastic solutions, that could be soften, but they are simple to implement in our platform support. Moreover, we are going to stress the system with various workloads, such solutions avoid verifying the timing guarantee on the CCC again for every experiment.

Both the Core Control and the Task Wrapper Components have a configuration file grouping several input parameters. We consider a system with periodic tasks, defined also by a deadline, a core allocation, a priority level and a group ID to identify the belonging to a task chain, which leads to 2 additional parameters: the tasks precedence constraint list and their off-line defined WCET in degraded mode. We choose a periodic task activation model because our tasks will be from a benchmark that includes no specific communication or data-sharing between tasks.

The TWC encapsulates all the tasks and launch them into the real-time environment. Encapsulation only adds a few lines of code, to get real-time clock timestamps and queue them to the Core Control Component.

All the tasks are launched according to their core allocation and scheduling policy. Consequently, the scheduling is done by core with no migrations (partitioned scheduling). Further experiments plan on using semi-partitioned scheduling, or more complex mixed-critical scheduling on multicore such as...
TABLE I
MiBENCH SELECTED TASKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Selected Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>basicmath, bitcount, qsort, susan (smooth, edges, corners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>dijkstra, patricia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>jpeg (code &amp; decode), typeset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>stringsearch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>blowfish, rijndael, sha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecom</td>
<td>adpcm (coding &amp; decoding), CRC32, FFT, gsm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$MC^2$ [19] for instance. Such policy, combined with our mechanism, could bring good performance with strong guarantees on such system. With such inputs the CCC knows task chain constraints and process the monitoring messages at run-time. To finish configuration, we need to define the work load task set and its off-line characterization in order to be used by the CCC and reduce computing needs at run-time.

2) **Task Set definition:** As we do not have yet real industrial application for testing, for now the MiBench Benchmark suite [20] has been used for our experiments. The objective is to use applications similar as much as possible to computation profiles that could be found in real applications, in order to reproduce memory containment and resource usage close to real cases.

MiBench consists of a large panel of tasks with different memory needs and execution profiles to mimic existing applications. We have at disposal applications from 5 different domains, as presented in the table I. It is used here to validate the framework and put into practice our experiments.

We selected a set of 16 applications from MiBench for our experiments. Most of them exists in “small” and “large” version that allows to change proportionally their execution time and resource needs. Also, some of these tasks may have several variants according to setup parameters. For instance, Sunsan has 6 different variants: edge detection, corner detection and smoothing, all 3 existing in both “small” and “large” version which works with a bigger image for processing. This way, those 16 applications leads to 45 different possible tasks for our experiments. It enables to test different combination following the “size” and number of tasks but also the kind of tasks we use. Tasks profile classification were already made by Guthaus & al. in [20] and detailed work about their memory consumption can be found in [21].

From these tasks, we define several task chains with different profiles. We define a base task chain composed of both “small” (S) and “large” (L) tasks, from Automotive, Network and Security domains as represented in figure 5. The chain starts with **bitcount** “small” task and ends with **FFT** “small”. Arrows represent the imposed precedence constraint. Here, **FFT_inv** and **CRC32** can be executed in any order, but only after **bitcount** execution for instance. We define 5 different task chains, with a number of tasks going from 3 (large tasks) to 15 (small tasks) per chain. Every experiment is made with only one task chain from the 5 defined, with other tasks from the bench only used as non-critical workload.

Changing the task chain will be made to check its impact on the Monitoring and Control Agent efficiency.

![Fig. 5. "Compute Trajectory" task chain example, with MiBench tasks](image)

We define the end-to-end deadline of these chains simply as the sum of the deadlines from each task they are made of. In a real system it would (probably) be a higher value, but it could not be less and thus it gives a good baseline for testing. Question is, what are individual tasks deadlines? Here comes first step of off-line characterization.

**D. Off-line characterization**

1) **Individual Tasks:** The first step is to characterize the task set on our platform to assign task deadlines and task chains end-to-end deadlines, as MiBench does not include such information. We execute every task individually, wrapped in our framework, to estimate their nominal execution time profile. Such value gives us a reference to set individual deadlines, proportional to such values. It is also possible to determine tasks period, equal to deadline. End-to-end deadlines are consequently defined.

2) **Task chains:** We need 3 elements to get a fully functional Core Control Component: a) Degraded mode WCET, b) $t_{SW}$ time to switch to degraded mode, c) $W_{max}$ CCC execution period.

Degraded mode analysis is made by executing only the selected task chain in isolation on one core several times and monitor execution time. Then, we extract for each task $\tau_i$ of the chain their maximum observed $WCET(\tau_i)$ in such condition. This way, we define that at time $t$, if it remains $N$ tasks in the chain to execute, we have:

$$RW_{\tau_i}(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} WCET(\tau_i)$$

Such WCET estimation for the task chain presents some limits. On one hand we have no strong guarantee that we measured the real WCET for each task. However, such approximation may even be over-estimated because we sum every tasks WCET. In fact, we know that such configuration should not occur as not every task takes its WCET value at the same time. This method advantages are its quite easy implementation and run-time computing is straightforward and lightweight. We have to measure such estimation quality and its impact over the anticipation mechanism. To do this, we will compare the remaining time between its real termination and its current deadline, every time the CCC switched to degraded mode. The closer to zero this value the better, but without exceeding the deadline of course.
We set $W_{max}$, related to the execution frequency of the Core Control Component, to check TCTS updates and verify equation (1). We set such frequency from the lowest critical task period value, in order to get at most one evolution on the task chain state per period (either a task start or a task ending). There is no need to go faster as we will get no state evolution. We could check if a slower execution rate could contribute in letting the system balance itself during the execution. However, with a higher $W_{max}$ we notice from equation (1) that the mechanism will anticipate sooner and thus possibly switch to degraded more often. For our experiments and considering our task set, the minimal task period is 10ms. We set $W_{max} = 5ms$ lower than the minimal period.

$t_{SW}$, is the time duration to switch to degraded mode. As it is dependent on the framework implementation, we just run a few tests with arbitrary switches to degraded mode and measure its maximum duration. On our platform and without framework, we estimated $t_{SW} = 2ms$.

V. FIRST EXPERIMENTS

A. Monitoring and Control Agent Overhead

First objective is to quantify the overhead from our framework on the task’s execution time and CPU usage. We executed the same task set during a fixed duration (5 minutes) with Round-Robin scheduling. The experiment is made twice: one time with the Monitoring & Control Agent enabled and a second time without it. We then look at the execution profile of every task on the set and compare them on both configurations. Experiments of 5 minutes represents from 2200 execution measures for the task with the highest execution period to 12500 executions for tasks with highest frequency. We made such experiments multiple time to check consistency.

It revealed some outliers execution times: for instance dikstra (large version) taking 16 seconds instead of usual $\approx 50$ ms. Such values represents less than 0.001% of the tasks executions. Such aberrant values may be due to some side effects within the platform or the benchmark and are removed from our analysis.

We found out that the Monitoring & Control Agent represents less than 1% of CPU usage. We were not able to find any difference regarding CPU percentage use with and without our mechanism, either with a big task sets (small tasks only, CPU usage around 80% displayed) and with smaller task sets (e.g. only the task chain described above). Also, CPU temperature showed no significant change during execution.

However, regarding the tasks’ execution time, we got mitigated values. For most of the tasks, execution time had no significant changes (less than a millisecond). But in some cases, our mechanism appeared to bring some variability, and consequently tasks median execution time is not changed, but the task execution profile spreads more, showing a higher maximum value. This is the case with reverse FFT and Basicmath for instance. Also, in fewer cases, the task presented more than a 50% increase in median execution time, such as Dijkstra algorithm. This shows that some tasks from MiBench do not seems adapted as real-time tasks due a lack of determinism in their execution with our framework. Without any correction, it implies using high WCET values for such tasks if they are used in a critical task chain, and consequently the RWCET(t) may be overly pessimistic.

B. Future Work

1) Sensitivity Analysis: Our experimental platform is summarized in figure 4. Such setup allows sensitivity analysis based around various parameters from the hardware (any running Linux with Xenomai) to task chain and the non-critical task set choice, through different scheduling policies and CPU load changes.

We described how to generate a task set to work with, made of 1 task chain (with associated off-line analysis) and a certain number of non-critical tasks selected from MiBench suite. The amount and the profile of those tasks is the first parameter we will be able to change in order to see its influence on our experiments (see Input domain in figure 4: MiBench tasks). We can select tasks following their memory use profile, change the number of “small” and “large” tasks... Tasks parameters allows to set processor charge, by changing their execution period.

First in-depth experiments will try to see the influence of the scheduling policy on our approach. The idea is to see for different policies (typically round-robin, rate-monotonic or more complex policies like $MC^2$) its consequence on the task chain execution time profiles: average and maximum chain response time. We can also see if the Core Control Component triggers degraded mode more or less often and consequently gives different execution time for non-critical tasks.

Second experiments lead to the influence of $RWCET(t)$ and $W_{max}$ estimation, in order to see to what extent they change the performance of our anticipation mechanism. The $RWCET(t)$ computation method could possibly be changed for possible enhancements.

2) Prospectives: We see many optimizations and enhancements of our framework. We started with a simplified but realistic context to guarantee one critical chain end-to-end deadline on a multicore. The long-term objective is trying to extend such mechanism to multiple task chains on the same multicore.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Monitoring &amp; Control ON</th>
<th>Monitoring &amp; Control OFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (ms)  Max (ms)</td>
<td>Median (ms)  Max (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>28.63  29.80</td>
<td>13.61  31.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>34.70  36.56</td>
<td>34.70  37.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.72</td>
<td>51.12  63.38</td>
<td>32.88  129.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Median (ms)</th>
<th>Max (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFT (S)</td>
<td>33.80</td>
<td>35.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sha (L)</td>
<td>31.86</td>
<td>98.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC32 (S)</td>
<td>34.70</td>
<td>36.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rev FFT (S)</td>
<td>36.89</td>
<td>98.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitcount (S)</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>31.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dijkstra (L)</td>
<td>51.12</td>
<td>63.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basicmath (S)</td>
<td>27.63</td>
<td>98.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Also, we plan on enhancing the degraded mode switch in order to avoid a brutal “all to nothing” switch of non-critical tasks. The hypothesis (see Hypothesis domain in figure 4) can evolve to enhance our first version of the Framework, adding criticality layers to avoid stopping every non-critical tasks at once, or changing the tasks core allocation. We could try to disable only a sub-part of non-critical tasks, but possibly sooner, to avoid disabling them all and still having guarantees on end-to-end deadlines. This would be translated into different levels of degraded mode.

Finally, a good possible enhancement would be to implement the Core Control Component on a separated processor or even a dedicated FPGA, to keep use of all the multicore computing resource for the application. Some ongoing work is already studying such perspective with [22] for example. The use of an external dedicated hardware for monitoring raises new questions. An analysis is needed to measure and take into account the possible communication delays in the equation. On one hand it would probably affect the switch time $t_{SW}$. On the other hand, the whole multicore become available for our task set and consequently we do not have to check for potential interferences from the task set to the Core Control Component performances. It is a clear perspective for future work.

C. Comparison with other approaches

This task chain-based approach compares with other individual task timing constraint-based approaches. The first comparison point concerns computing resource use for non-critical tasks: the higher the better. This point can be quantified in our approach by comparing the number of non-critical tasks execution during a fixed amount of time, either with our Monitoring & Control Agent and with other approaches like a bare G-EDF or simply by disabling our Agent.

The second comparison point is to see on the opposite point of view the capacity of our mechanism to respect end-to-end deadlines, compared to other policies that are not dedicated to such goal. We want to see for different task sets if our system still manages to guarantee end-to-end deadlines without going to degraded mode 100% of the time, compared to end-to-end response time measured with other solutions.

We expect from on-going experiments to see how the Monitoring & Control Agent allows a gain in maximum computing resource used (average CPU %), still being able to respect end-to-end deadlines. We will finally check its influence on the tasks’ execution time profiles (average, median and maximum execution times for individual tasks and the task chain) and the influence of said parameters at run-time.

VI. CONCLUSION

We defined a complete process to instrument mixed-critical tasks on a multicore real-time Linux platform with a Monitoring and Control Agent to guarantee end-to-end constraints for critical task chains. Our ongoing work aims to a) validate the approach compared to other strategies handling mixed criticality application through on-going experiments and b) analyze the effect of different factors on the execution of critical software. Finally, we will apply our approach to a real automotive applications case studies with Renault.
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